
These are some of the regulations for the Holy Trinity Cemetery.

MONUMENT LOT:
All monuments must be approved by the church and will be placed in the exact center of the
monument space, a strip running two feet wide between the two rows of graves.  A monument
must be placed no later than one year after the first burial. Only one monument is permitted and
it must contain the names of the four deceased buried in these graves.  No footstones
(government markers are acceptable) will be allowed on a monument only lot.  Government
markers are to be placed flush with the ground and will only be placed when the body or
cremains are buried.
The 30” high minimum monument is to have a maximum thickness of 8 inches and can be no
more than 50 inches above ground level.  Other moveable objects such as urns, flowers, etc.,
may be placed in the monument space.  Permanent plant material (no wood type trees) must be
approved by the sexton (before being placed).  Plants may not grow higher than the monument.
All abandoned decorum must be or will be removed at the end of the growing season.

NON-MONUMENT LOT:
A non-monument lot consists of two burial spaces.

Markers or foot stones:
not to exceed 20” high (this measurement is from ground level)
not to exceed 30” wide or long
not to exceed 8” maximum thickness

On these lots also urns and flowers will be allowed but must be or will be removed at the end of
the growing season.

SINGLE MILITARY GRAVE SITES:
These graves will be maintained as non-monument lots with the same rules as described
above.

OTHER IMPORTANT DETAILS:
Cremains may be put on any lot. There will be a maximum of three cremains per lot.  Please
contact the church and/or sexton to see if space permits a small flush stone next to the
monument or footstones of the grave owner for information concerning cremains.

**Grave spaces unused after 25 years of the owner’s death will revert to the cemetery unless a
member of the family renews the lease before the expiration of that period.


